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Morgan is starting over, again…Back in Tampa after two years in WITSEC, former detective

Morgan Foster is trying desperately to adjust to her new life, when a new friend asks for her

help. Paul’s granddaughter, Katrina DeLuca, is in a coma. The doctors don’t know what to do

for her and they are ready to take her off life support. The doctors say Katrina tried to kill

herself. Paul doesn’t believe that for a second.The local police – former colleagues of Morgan’s

– think the cases are cold, that is, until the next body drops.As Morgan tries to unravel the

mystery, she has to face a past she’d rather forget. Can she figure out what happened to

Katrina before someone else dies?If you love vigilante justice and psychological thrillers by

Mark Dawson, L. T. Ryan and Lee Child, you’ll love the Detective Morgan Foster series. Get it

now!

From the Back CoverGo behind the scenes with Harry, Liam, Louis, Niall and Zayn. With

exclusive interviews and unseen photos, this up-to-date official guide gives you one-on-one

access to One Direction.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorOne Direction are: Harry Styles, 19; Liam Payne, 20; Louis Tomlinson, 21;

Niall Horan, 19; and Zayn Malik, 20. The band was formed in the X Factor's Boot Camp stage

in 2010 and left the competition in its final round. They went on to break several records, top

the charts internationally, and sell over 20 million records worldwide.--This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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AuthorMore from KJ Kalis1As the last test round exploded out of the barrel of Morgan’s gun,

she held her position then slowly lowered the pistol and stuck it back in her holster. Flipping the

switch to slide the target back to the bench, she could hear the clatter of the wires and wheels

moving above her even through her ear protection. Staring at the target, she nodded, seeing

small groups of threes and fives that penetrated the paper target leaving perfectly round holes.

No scatter shot there. Exactly what she wanted. Pulling the target off of the clips, she crumpled

it up, turning behind her and tossing it into the closest wastebasket. She picked up the half-

used box of ammunition she’d just bought and walked towards the exit.“How’d it feel?” Duncan

said, coming out of the office, leaning his arms on the counter. Morgan heard the tap of

toenails on the floor. The first weekend she and Danny had been back in Tampa from West

Virginia, they’d found Bo at the local shelter. He came out from behind where Duncan was

standing, trotting toward her. He was brown and white with a sweet disposition except if

delivery people brought something to the front door. No one would be interested in breaking

into her house after all the growling and barking from behind the door. It was good protection.

Morgan felt his hot breath on her fingers and then a kiss from Bo’s tongue. He laid down on the

floor next to her, putting one paw on top of her shoe as she talked to Duncan.“The new trigger

is much better. It’s a lot more reactive. I think we’ve got it dialed in,” she said, reaching for the

gun case she’d left on the counter while she was it. She slid her pistol out of her holster,

keeping the barrel pointed towards the floor, checking to make sure it was completely empty

before putting it back in the gun case. That was the thing about gun safety — it was a zero-sum

game. She knew she had to be careful every single time, just like everyone that came to

Duncan’s range. Duncan didn’t have any patience with sloppy gun handling. Luckily, Morgan

had learned her fair share of safety at the police academy, but that seemed like a lifetime

ago.“Anything else I can get for you?” Duncan asked, turning towards the cash register.Morgan

shook her head, “No, that’s it for today.”Morgan had met Duncan a few months before when



they’d moved back to Tampa from West End, West Virginia. He was the gunsmith and owner of

Oceanside Gunsmithing and Range. Going to the range was new, at least since she’d come

out of witness protection. Before West Virginia, the Sons of Goliath, and what they’d done to

her family, Morgan had always used the police department's range and their gunsmith, but now

she was on her own. One of the first things she’d done when she got back to Tampa, other

than adopting Bo, was to purchase a new pistol, a nice, mid-sized nine-millimeter. It wasn’t as

large as her duty weapon, which made it easier for her to conceal it. With the addition of the

new trigger assembly that Duncan installed, it shot nearly as smooth and a lot more

accurately.Reaching down to scratch Bo’s head, Morgan could hear Duncan poking away at

the cash register. It wasn’t as old as some of the cash registers Morgan had seen gathering

dust in her grandfather’s basement, but it certainly wasn’t the newest variety, either. More than

once, she’d caught Duncan hitting it, trying to get it to do something thinking that it would

cooperate with a little physical punishment. It never worked. Morgan stood up, smiling,

watching Duncan in his newest wrestling match with the register. While he figured out how to

get it to do what he wanted it to do, Morgan turned and walked over to the shelf of gun parts

and lube that were nearby, glancing at the items stacked on the shelf. She heard Bo get up and

follow her, standing right behind her left knee. He’d come with the name Bo, but she probably

could have easily have called him Shadow. Everywhere she was, he followed.Turning towards

Duncan, Morgan looked at him. He was as close to a friend as she’d had since they moved

back to Tampa. The first time she’d come to the range, asking about buying a gun, he’d eyed

her up with some suspicion. Halfway through the visit, after Duncan had told her about his time

as a tank commander with the Army Rangers, Morgan understood why. Combat veterans

seemed to have a sixth sense about them, much like police officers. After all, their lives

depended upon their ability to discern if someone was telling the truth or not and if they meant

them any harm. Duncan was no different, even if he was just a civilian now.“Did you get it to

work?” Morgan said, looking at him.“Yeah, just barely,” he grunted, rubbing his beard. “It’s forty-

five bucks for installing the trigger and another fifteen for the box of ammo. You want to pay

now or you want to put it on your tab?”“You can put it on my tab.”Duncan shook his head, “I

guess I should’ve asked you that before I spent the last five minutes wrestling with this stupid

cash register. I’m thinking about going back to an old-fashioned cash box instead of this

contraption.”“Well, I’m not that great with technology, but Danny is. If you decide to upgrade

your register, let me know and I’ll have him come in and help you get it set up.”“Will do. Kids

always seem to be better with technology than us old guys. Anything else I can get for you

today?”Morgan reached over to the gun case, wrapping her fingers around the handle when

she looked up at Duncan, “No, I’m good.” She paused for a second, catching his eye, “Have

you seen Paul DeLuca around? I usually bump into him every week or so, but I haven’t seen

him recently.”Duncan’s range attracted an eclectic group of people — everyone from moms

who wanted to learn how to shoot to veterans who just wanted to keep their skills sharp. Paul

was one of the latter, an older guy with the fluff of gray hair on the top of his head and a set of

square shoulders he held proudly. He had small eyes that seemed to bore through whoever he

was talking to, but Morgan had found him to be calm and relaxed once she’d gotten to know

him a bit. “You didn’t hear?”“Hear what?”Duncan shook his head, “I guess I should’ve told you.

Paul’s been gone for the last week or so. Katrina tried to commit suicide. She’s been at St.

Anne’s ever since.”“His granddaughter?” A tingle ran up and down Morgan’s spine. Katrina

DeLuca was one of the things she and Paul discovered they had in common. Katrina was one

of Danny’s few friends at school. They were both seniors at Palm Coast High School. Katrina

was one of the few people that Danny had been able to connect with since he started back



there a few months before. Morgan pressed her lips together. She’d thought on their way back

to Tampa that Danny would have an easy time adjusting to their previous life. After all, they’d

only been in witness protection for a couple of years. She’d wrongly assumed that his former

friends would be glad to see him and happy to have him back. Their response had been

anything but that. Apparently, two years was a long time in the culture of a high school. The

people he’d counted on before they’d left to go into hiding didn’t want to give him the time of

day. Katrina DeLuca was one of the few exceptions to that rule. For a couple of days, Morgan

was wondering if he was interested in her, but Danny quashed any of her questions about

that.“Yeah. Danny didn’t tell you?”Morgan shook her head, “No, I guess I missed out on that

piece of information. Maybe he doesn’t know?”Duncan looked right at her, narrowing his eyes,

“Now, don’t feel bad about that. You know how kids are. They forget to tell you the most

important things.”Morgan’s mind was racing, “Suicide? I’m just trying to wrap my brain around

that. I know Paul better than I know Katrina — she’s been over at our house once or twice just

for a minute — but she doesn’t seem like the kind of kid that would try to kill herself.”“I have to

say I don’t know her, but knowing Paul, I can’t imagine what he’s going through. It’s awful. I

know a lot of combat veterans struggle with that, too.”Before Morgan could ask any other

questions, the phone on the counter rang. As Duncan reached to pick it up, Morgan waved at

him, walking out of the range, her mind racing. One of Danny’s friends in a coma? How was

that possible?The hair on the back of Morgan’s neck stood up as she walked to her truck. What

had really happened to Katrina?2As Morgan got her gear loaded into her truck, the thought of

Katrina in the hospital wouldn’t leave her. During her time as a detective with the Tampa Police

Department, she’d gone to training after training on suicides and suicide prevention. Suicide

was an epidemic in adolescence, one made worse by social pressures, social media, and the

constant rush of uncontrollable hormones.Heading back to her house in Palmetto Harbor,

Morgan’s mind raced. The people at the range had become like a miniature family to her since

she got back. It was one of the few things that was keeping her sane. She kept the windows

rolled down as she drove, feeling the wind blowing through her hair. She hadn’t had it cut in

months, so it was getting long, pushing just past her shoulders, the blonde finally starting to

look more natural after she’d had to strip the black dye off of it from when she was in hiding in

West Virginia. As she glanced in the rearview mirror, she saw that her face had taken on the

look of a woman native to Florida — slightly tan, but not enough to make her look like she’d

spent any time laying outside by a pool. Morgan shook the thought off. She was definitely not

that kind of person.Bo stepped from the back seat to the front as she drove, curling up in a

tight ball as she headed home. Her mind circled back to Katrina and Paul. No wonder she

hadn’t seen Paul at the range in the last couple of weeks. Morgan knew he was a devoted

grandfather. He loved to go to all of the grandkids' events and he and his wife still hosted

Sunday dinner every week for the family.Thinking about Katrina and Danny, she felt the

muscles in her back tense up. What happened? Danny hadn’t mentioned anything to her about

Katrina. Was it possible he didn’t know? Morgan shook her head as she pulled into her

driveway. The gossip ran through the high school faster than water over Niagara Falls. The only

place she thought the rumor mill was more active was in the police department, but she didn’t

have much contact with them anymore. For a minute when she got back to town, she

considered reaching out to her old chief to see if she could get her job back, but for some

reason, she hadn’t, at least not yet.Pulling in the driveway, Morgan shut the truck off and let Bo

out. He ran over onto the lawn, did his business, and then trotted inside the garage, waiting by

the back door. Morgan unloaded her range bag and pistol case and unlocked the back door,

letting Bo in. She did a quick walk-through of the house, making sure nothing was out of place.



It was a strange habit she developed once they moved back to Florida; as if she was expecting

Leo McDaniel or one of his gang members to be waiting to ambush her inside. She did it even

though she knew it wasn't a possibility anymore. Leo McDaniel was dead. But even though he

was no longer alive to haunt her, she still had a hard time thinking that someone wasn’t lurking

around the corner. A memory from the last conversation she’d had with Blake Hayes, the US

Marshal that had been her lifeline in West Virginia, rattled through her head. They’d stood in

the parking lot of the apartment she rented for two years while she and Danny lived in West

Virginia, the engine running on her truck, the vehicle packed with the few belongings they

decided to take back with them to Florida. Blake handed her a thick manila envelope, filled with

the documents they’d need to reestablish their old identities. He looked at her, his lips pressed

together, the muscles in his face tense, “Morgan, you know I don’t agree with you leaving our

protection. Even with Leo McDaniel gone and a bunch of his guys awaiting trial, you know they

will regroup. And since you’re still alive, there may still be a bounty on your head. Honestly, I

have no idea how that works within the gangs when the person that puts the bounty out is

dead. That said, you’d better be careful.”She hadn’t talked to Blake since.Standing in the

kitchen, Morgan realized Bo had disappeared. He was probably curled up on her bed, taking a

nap. She checked to make sure he had food and water and then grabbed her car keys again.

Locking the door behind her, Morgan ran out to her truck and jumped in, sending a quick text to

Danny, “I heard Katrina’s in the hospital. I’m going to check in on her and her grandpa. Back

later.”“Okay.”Pulling the truck out of the driveway, Morgan grimaced. Okay? That was all she

got? Morgan shook her head a little. Teenagers. Checking the time, she realized there were a

few hours to go before Danny got home. He’d drive himself. Once they’d gotten back from West

Virginia, Morgan was able to collect Peter’s life insurance. Her husband had provided for them

well. According to the financial consultant she’d hired to help her with the money, she’d never

have to work a day in her life again if she didn’t want to. She was still wrestling with that part,

but she had already bought Danny a car, a used copper-colored sedan with relatively low

mileage. He needed to be able to get himself back and forth to class and baseball practice

without her constantly hovering over him even though she still wanted to protect him.A lump

formed in her stomach. If there was one thing she’d realized when she got back to Florida it

was that her life had gotten very small. Without her work at the police department, she no

longer had the daily camaraderie of other people to work with, their crass jokes and comments

keeping even the worst murder scenes somehow tolerable. She might not have her work, but at

least she could be herself again and not the black-haired Maddie Franklin she’d been while she

was in hiding. Her mind returned to Katrina. As Morgan jumped on the freeway, heading for St.

Anne’s Medical Center, she realized that Paul and Duncan were some of the few friends she

had.The drive to St. Anne’s took just a couple of minutes once she was on the freeway. As she

pulled up to the complex of buildings, Morgan scanned the area. She hadn’t been there in a

few years, not since before she’d left for West Virginia. She pulled the truck over to the side,

swallowing. The last time she’d been at the hospital was when she followed the ambulance

carrying Peter’s lifeless body to the morgue.Morgan glanced down for a second and then

scanned the parking lot. There were signs for visitor parking that pointed her towards the

underground garage. She felt her body tense. There was no way she was parking in the

underground garage. Thoughts of the trailer Leo McDaniel had locked her in surfaced. She

pushed them away, refusing to think about them and what it had been like to be trapped in the

dark for days on end. She felt her heart skip a beat as she looked around. Behind the hospital,

there was a large, open parking lot. Choosing the open lot, she found a spot in the back. The

longer walk into the building was worth not having to be in a small space.Just inside of the



hospital, Morgan heard the doors slide close behind her, the sound of their movement just

above a whisper. Cool air descended over her. To her right and left there was a long, open

reception area, peppered with couches and chairs up against a full wall of glass, televisions

bolted near the ceiling. A few people were sitting either by themselves or in small groups. She

couldn’t hear any voices. It was as quiet as a church on Sunday. A woman behind the guest

relations desk in front of her stood up, wearing a red blazer and a nameplate that read

Marianne. “Hello, can I help you?” she said.Glancing at Marianne and the man sitting next to

her, she guessed that they were at least in their eighties, both of them with thick, gray hair.

Good for them, Morgan thought. At least they’d found something productive to do with their

time. That might be more than she could say about herself right now, she realized. “I’m here to

see Katrina DeLuca, please. Can you tell me what room she’s in?”Marianne sat down at the

computer in front of her, typing in Katrina’s name. “She’s in the pediatric intensive care unit.

The PICU. Are you family?”“No.”“I’m sorry, but the hospital policy is that unless you are family,

the ICU doesn’t permit any visitors. I can give you a number to call —”Morgan didn’t wait for

Marianne to finish her sentence. She pulled her wallet out of her pocket and opened it up,

flashing the detective's badge Blake had returned to her before they traveled back to Tampa. “I

need to see her, please.”The color drained from Marianne’s face; as if she was shocked that a

police officer would need to interview someone in the hospital. “Of course, officer. I’m so

sorry.”Morgan almost corrected her. She was a detective, not an officer, or at least she had

been. Almost correcting her, Morgan stopped at the last second. She couldn’t push the ruse

too far. If the badge did its job, that was fine. But if Marianne called the department, Morgan

could end up in trouble, that was for sure. She held her breath for a second, waiting for

Marianne to react.“Go down to the end of this hallway, make a left-hand turn. You’ll see a bank

of elevators. You’ll want to take those elevators to the third floor and follow the signs to the

pediatric intensive care unit. The sign will read PICU. There is a buzzer outside the door. Just

tell them who you are there to see.”Morgan nodded, shoving her wallet back in her pocket.

“Thank you, Marianne. Have a good day.”Morgan took a deep breath as she turned away.

Hospitals always made her a little nervous. As she walked to the elevators, she realized she

was chewing her lip. Coming back to Tampa had been great — no more cold, slushy West

Virginia weather. She liked being back in the sunshine, but there was some downside. The

memories of the time she had right before witness protection surged into her mind. Her heart

started to beat a little faster as the elevator doors slid open and she stepped inside, pressing

the button to go up. She stared at the floor, trying to ignore the fact that it was a small

space.Morgan blinked as the elevator doors closed. The memories of Peter and seeing his

body rushed into the emergency room were almost more than she could take. She

remembered following the ambulance as close as she could, barely getting inside the door

before the doctor on duty came out to tell her that Peter was gone. She knew the paramedics

had brought him in as a favor to her rather than just declaring him dead on the scene. In some

ways, she wished they hadn’t.Hearing the elevator beep as it arrived on the third floor shook

Morgan out of her thoughts. The doors slid open and Morgan stepped out into a wide, white

hallway. There was a bank of windows in front of her, a couch and some chairs set up to try to

look friendly and inviting, magazines scattered on a coffee table nearby. She nearly rolled her

eyes. There was nothing about a hospital that was inviting or welcoming, no matter how they

tried to dress it up. Looking both ways, she saw the door to the PICU. Just as Marianne had

described, there was an intercom system next to it. She pressed the buzzer.“Can I help you?” a

woman’s voice came through the intercom.“I’m here to see Katrina DeLuca.” Morgan glanced

up at the ceiling, seeing the glass globe of a surveillance camera. She pulled her wallet out of



her pocket again and held her badge up. There was no response from the person on the other

side of the intercom. The door simply buzzed open.As Morgan walked inside, she was

surprised at how dark it was except for the nurses’ station. To her right, there was a long bank

of computer monitors bolted to the wall, behind a counter, bed numbers and the patient’s vitals

giving the nurses and doctors a steady stream of information, but beyond that, the hallway was

dark. There were at least four nurses huddled in front of computers and three white-coated

doctors. Morgan stopped for a second. She felt her heart tighten in her chest. Part of her was

glad that she came to the hospital. Part of her wasn’t.“You’re looking for Katrina DeLuca?” A

nurse with a long ponytail wearing navy blue scrubs leaned toward her over the

counter.“Yes.”“She’s in bay five,” the nurse pointed.Morgan gave the nurse a quick nod and

walked down the hall. The shadows were long as she peered into each room. Some of the

rooms had the curtains closed, but one had the curtain open, a crib inside, a pale mother

sitting next to it, glancing Morgan’s way as she passed. Following the numbers down the

hallway, Morgan stopped just outside of bay four, taking a deep breath. A small girl, maybe four

or five years old was in the bed, sound asleep, hooked up to monitors, wearing an oxygen

mask on her face. Morgan knew anyone younger than eighteen would be in the pediatric

intensive care unit, but seeing their small bodies was something else entirely. Morgan’s breath

caught in her throat. She knew she could turn around and walk out of the hospital. Paul would

never know whether she came to visit or not, but something in her gut told Morgan that she

needed to. She needed to figure out what happened to Katrina; if nothing else to put her mind

at ease about the high school Danny was attending. Based on what she knew about the

DeLuca family, none of it made sense. Sighing, she took a couple of steps forward and then

stood in the doorway of bay five.The small room where Katrina DeLuca was laying was filled

with equipment. There was a small lamp on in the corner of the room casting a yellow glow

over the bed. It smelled like the plastic of latex gloves and gauze. Morgan saw the shock of

Paul’s hair from behind him. He was turned towards his granddaughter, holding her hand.

“Paul?”Paul’s head whipped around. He seemed surprised someone was calling his name. He

stood up and walked toward Morgan, wrapping his arms around her in a hug, “Morgan? What

are you doing here?”The two of them stood at the foot of Katrina’s bed for a moment before

Morgan answered. Katrina’s eyes were closed, her body limp. A ventilator was breathing for

her, quiet beeping in the background. There were two tall stands of IVs, the banks of pumps

pouring medication into Katrina’s body. Morgan felt the bile rise in the back of her throat as she

looked back at Paul, “Duncan told me about Katrina. I thought I’d come by to see how you are

holding up. What happened?”Paul shook his head, shoving his hands in his pockets and

looking at the ground, “Honestly, I don’t know. She was found behind the wheel of her car in the

driveway. They said they think she tried to kill herself, but there weren’t any drugs or anything in

her car, no empty bottles or notes.” As he looked up at Morgan, she noticed his eyes were filled

with tears, “This isn’t the Katrina I know, Morgan. There was nothing wrong with her. Why

would she do this?”Morgan reached out and squeezed his arm, “I don’t know. I just wanted to

come by and see if there’s anything I could do to help. Katrina’s been nice to Danny since we

came back into town.”The two of them stood in silence for a second, the only noise in the room

the machinery keeping Katrina alive. Morgan watched her for a moment, her chest rising and

falling rhythmically, the lines on the monitor next to her bed following her heart rate in red and

green and blue. Although Morgan wasn’t a doctor, her vitals looked stable. At least that was

good news. “What’s the prognosis?”Paul shook his head. “The doctors aren’t saying much. Part

of the problem is that they don’t know what she took. They’ve run a bunch of toxicology

screens, but nothing has come back. Until they know what’s in her system, there’s not a lot they



can do for her other than help her body heal and hope it does it on its own. She’s been in a

coma since they got her here.” He looked down at the floor, “I’m hoping time doesn’t run out on

her before they figure out what happened.”Morgan blinked, sadness filling her chest. “Are you

here by yourself?”“Yeah. My son and daughter-in-law, they’ve been here almost non-stop. I told

them I would take the dayshift for them. They’ll come tonight as soon as they get off of work.

My daughter-in-law has been texting me about every hour to see if there’s been any change.”

Paul looked at the ground again, “It’s so sad, Morgan.”The heaviness in the room was palpable.

It was as if a cloud had descended into the space they were standing in, the air heavy. A

second later, Paul drew in a sharp breath. “You said you might be able to help?”“I guess that

depends on what you need help with.”Paul walked over to a little dresser that was next to

Katrina’s bed and opened the drawer. From inside, he pulled a silver laptop and handed it to

Morgan. “Her mom brought this up to the hospital. She thought it would be good if Katrina had

her computer handy when she woke up. I’ve been on it a couple of times, trying to see if there

was any information on there that would help the doctors figure out what happened to her, but

a lot of it is technological mumbo-jumbo. I don’t understand it very well. I asked my son about it,

but they’re so upset about Katrina that he doesn’t even want to look at it. I think it’s too hard for

him. But I don’t know, Morgan, I feel like there might be something on there that could help.

Can you look at it?”“Sure, but I can only do the basics with computers, if you know what I

mean.” Morgan glanced around. There was only one chair in the room. “Is there a place we can

go and sit so I can take a look at this?”“Yeah, for sure. There are some couches by the

elevators.”Morgan followed Paul out of the room, instantly grateful to get out of the small space.

As they passed the nurses’ station, Paul looked at the same nurse that had let Morgan in, “I’ll

be out by the elevators if you need me.”The nurse nodded, “Okay, Mr. DeLuca. I’ll come get you

if anything happens.” Morgan wondered how many times a day the nurses heard the same

thing. She sighed.The door slid open and closed behind them as they left the PICU. Morgan

followed Paul down the hallway towards the elevators by the windows. Outside, the sun had

come out, the brief afternoon clouds that were so common to Florida’s tropical climate pushing

back off the coast and out to sea. Paul sat down on a chair and Morgan sat on the couch next

to him as he handed her the computer. As she opened the laptop, she noticed it was password

enabled. “Do you know the password?”“Yeah, luckily Katrina’s mom made her give them all of

her passwords. It’s 7735.” As Morgan glanced at the screen, she realized Katrina’s parents had

been smart. She’d been so busy getting her and Danny set up in Tampa that things like

knowing his passwords had kind of slipped her mind. She made a mental note to ask him for a

list.As the computer opened up, Morgan stared at it. There were a few icons on the left side of

the screen and a line of them at the bottom. Morgan opened up Katrina’s email and started

going through them. There wasn’t much to be seen — notifications about some sales at

clothing stores, a few emails from her teachers at school, and a few forwards from her friends.

Morgan realized there probably wouldn’t be much there, or at least not what she was looking

for. Most of the kids tended to do everything on their phones except for homework.Frowning,

Morgan opened up the search browser and found the option to view Katrina’s search history.

“Have you taken a look at what she was searching for on the Internet?” Morgan asked, trying to

be gentle. Her police training kicked in, speaking slowly and softly to Paul, although she knew

he’d hate that she was being careful around him.“What’s that?”Morgan tilted her head to the

side as she waited for Katrina’s history to load. “The computer keeps track of what Internet

sites she’s visited.” What Morgan didn’t say is that typically people who are contemplating

ending their life frequently go to websites to get information on how to do it. It was the dark,

scary side of the online world, one that should never be available to anyone, but the reality is



that it was. There was evil around every corner, it seemed.Staring at the screen, Morgan

looked through the list that had populated. Most of the places Katrina had searched on her

computer had something to do with school, including a couple of searches for nearby

universities, and shopping. Typical teenager stuff. Morgan frowned. There were no indications

that she’d been looking at drugs or ways to kill herself. She realized that if Katrina was looking

at colleges, she was probably thinking about her future, not ending her life. Morgan checked

the dates, wondering if maybe Katrina had scrubbed her history before she got sick, erasing

the sites she’d been searching. Scrolling through the list, Morgan noticed there were months of

Internet searches on her computer. If she had scrubbed her history of sites about suicide, she

would have had to remove sites individually. That seemed a little too meticulous for someone

who was thinking about ending their life. A knot formed in her stomach. Something wasn’t right,

that was for sure. “Paul, when did this happen?”He pushed his hair off his forehead, leaning

back in the chair. “It was last week. My son found her in the driveway when he got home from

work. She was barely breathing. They rushed her here. The doctors haven’t been able to do

much — just stabilize her, I guess.”Morgan frowned. She stared at the computer again and

then noticed there was an icon in the lower left-hand corner she didn’t recognize. She clicked

on it and waited for it to open. It asked for a password, the entire screen blank except for the

request. Morgan turned the computer towards Paul. “Any idea what this is?”Paul shook his

head, “No. Like I said, I’m not good with computers.”As Morgan spun the display back towards

her, she stared at the screen. Normally computer programs were more than happy to tell you

who owned the software or the name of the company. For some reason, all this one wanted

was a password. Other than that, it was a dark purple screen with no other writing or logos on

it. One of the last trainings Morgan had gone to before she left the police department was on

technology. The speaker that came in to train them talked about how many encrypted

applications were being launched each year. They numbered in the thousands, and many of

them were not meant for the greater good. A tingle ran up her spine. Morgan wondered if that

was what she had stumbled upon.Morgan closed the window for that application and opened

another. It was similar except it had two cartoon people kissing in the corner. Was Katrina

using dating applications? That didn’t seem to make any sense. She was still in high school

and as pretty as she was, she had her pick of boys. Looking at Paul, she closed the lid to the

laptop, “Was Katrina dating anyone?”He shook his head, “No, at least no one that the family

knew about. Did you find anything?”Morgan tilted her head, “No, nothing obvious. There are a

couple of applications on here that we need passwords for to get into, but I suspect they’re the

kind of sites that Katrina didn’t give her mom access to.”A flash of concern ran across Paul’s

face, the muscles along the side of his jar replying, “What are you saying?”Morgan knew she

needed to choose her words carefully, “There’s a lot of dark stuff out on the Internet now.

Katrina has a couple of sites on her computer that I’m not familiar with. That doesn’t mean

there’s anything wrong with them, but they don’t look to be standard sites.”“And you think that

might have something to do with her being sick?”Morgan noticed that Paul didn’t say that

Katrina tried to kill herself. It was like it was too much for him to deal with. “It might, but I can’t

get into these sites. I’m not a tech expert.”“Can you take the computer home to Danny? Could

he help? You know, those kids are all on the same sites together.”Morgan paused for a second,

pressing her lips together. “I can, but are you sure that would be okay with your son and

daughter-in-law? I mean, they don’t know us.” Morgan realized no one knew them that well

since they’d only been back in town for a couple of months.Paul nodded. “I’ll make it okay with

them. Don’t you worry about that. You just take that computer and see if you can figure out

what happened to my granddaughter.” He put his hand on Morgan’s wrist. “Listen, I can tell by



looking at you that you have more of a story than you’ve told me, but I think whatever it is

you’ve been through, that’ll help you figure out what happened to my Katrina. You’ll help my

family, right?”Morgan licked her lips. Pretty much everyone at the range knew she was a former

police detective and that she no longer worked for the department, but no one knew why. At

that moment it felt like Paul was looking right through her. Her stomach lurched. Morgan

swallowed, “I’d be happy to take the computer home to Danny to see what he can figure out,

but I can’t make any promises. You understand that, right?”“Yeah, of course. Just let me know

what you find out, okay?”Just then the nurse with the ponytail came out of the PICU and

walked towards Paul. “The doctors are starting to make their rounds if you want to come back

to Katrina’s room, Mr. DeLuca.”Paul stood up, staring at Morgan. “I’m not expecting anything.

Just do what you can, okay?” He pointed toward the PICU, “I gotta go.”Morgan nodded, still

sitting on the couch holding Katrina’s computer, the weight of it heavy in her hand. Questions

were surging through her mind. What were the applications on her computer? Where did they

lead? Morgan stood up and walked to the elevator, leaving the hospital with more questions

than answers.3By the time Morgan left the hospital, she realized it was time to go meet Amber.

They’d arranged coffee dates in the afternoon every couple of weeks since Morgan got back

into town. Amber D’Amico was one of the few people from the police department that was

interested in talking to her now that she was out of hiding.The Beachline Coffee Shop was in a

strip center just down the road from the police station where Amber worked. They’d been there

enough times that the staff had started to wave when they walked in the door. Amber was there

already by the time Morgan walked in. She was sitting at the corner table just like usual, the

smell of freshly roasted coffee hanging in the air. Approaching the table, Morgan realized there

was another woman with Amber. A wave of tension flooded over her.Amber stood up and gave

Morgan a hug, wearing wide-leg navy blue pants, chunky heels, and a sleeveless top that had

embroidery around the neck. She certainly didn’t look the part of a detective, more like a

marketing executive out to lunch with an important client, although Morgan knew she was one

of the best in the department at what she did. The woman sitting next to her seemed to be a

little bit older than they were, her mousy brown hair pulled back from around her face. She had

on a white blouse and a red jacket, her fingers wrapped around a mug in front of her.Amber

looked at Morgan, “I want you to meet Dr. Sylvia Knapp. She’s the county coroner and a very

good friend. We’ve worked on a lot of cases together. I thought maybe the two of you should

meet.”Morgan eyed both of them with a little bit of suspicion, feeling unsure of herself. “It’s nice

to meet you,” she said, reaching out her hand. Morgan glanced back at Amber, searching her

face, wondering why she’d brought Sylvia. Why did she want them to meet?Morgan slid down

into a chair against the wall across from Dr. Knapp. Amber was still standing up, “Morgan, you

want coffee?”“Yeah, that would be good.” Morgan started to get up, “I can get it.”“Naw, I’m

already up and you got it last time. I’ll be right back.”Morgan watched as Amber walked away,

the fabric of her tailored pants swishing around her ankles, leaving them in the wake of her

lemon-scented perfume. Morgan turned to Dr. Knapp, her mouth dry. “I heard there was a new

coroner.” It came out more awkwardly than she wanted it to.“Yeah, that would be me. I’ve been

here for just over a year. Came in from the southern part of Georgia.”Morgan waited for a

second, unsure of how much Sylvia knew of her story. That had been happening to her a lot

lately. Anyone who talked to her for more than a couple of minutes would realize there was a

gap in her timeline of living in Florida. Most of the time, she just told people she went to West

Virginia for work, but then she came back. The lie was running thin.Before Sylvia could ask

Morgan anything about herself, Amber was back, carrying two heavy mugs filled with coffee,

setting one down in front of Morgan. “Morgan, I know it was a bit of a surprise to bring Sylvia



here, but I wanted you to meet her. She’s new to town, too.”Morgan grimaced. Other than the

two years away, she wasn’t exactly new to town, but Morgan swallowed, trying to accept

Amber’s help as gracefully as possible. Graceful was not something she did well. “Yeah, we

were just talking about that.”Over the next couple of minutes, Amber led them in a casual get-

to-know-you discussion about all the basics. Sylvia talked about her kids, who were both in

their thirties and what they were doing. Her son was an engineer and her daughter had just

finished her residency as a pulmonologist. “I got divorced about ten years ago,” Sylvia said,

looking down at the table for a second and then back up at Morgan. “Best and worst time of my

life, that’s for sure. Now, I live alone, except for my cat, Peaches. It’s just nice to have some

other noise in the house when you’re all by yourself.”Morgan nodded, remembering how many

nights she’d sat in the little apartment she and Danny shared while they were in hiding, the

only noise the tick of the ductwork as it blew hot air into their apartment, the occasional groan

of a water pipe in the wall adding to the noise. That’s what she liked about having Bo around.

When she was home, he was constantly by her. Not to say that it didn’t become aggravating at

times when she was trying to walk someplace and he nearly tripped her, but it didn’t matter.

She was grateful for what he’d brought into their life. “I get that. When I got back into town,

Danny and I got a dog the first weekend we were here. A boxer. His name is Bo.”Sylvia cocked

her head to the side, “Amber said you’d recently relocated into the area. She said she’s known

you for a long time.”Morgan shot a look at Amber. “Yeah, my son and I — we’ve only been back

in town a couple of months. Used to live here though…”Amber leaned across the table closer

to Sylvia, her voice low, “Sylvia, this is Detective Foster. I’m sure you’ve heard about

her.”Sylvia’s eyes got wide, “Oh! I’m sorry. I didn’t realize.”Morgan fought off the urge to beat

Amber senseless for outing her secret. Morgan wanted to bolt from the coffee shop and never

return. She took a breath in and then swallowed, looking back at Sylvia, “Yes, I don’t generally

talk about it,” she said, glaring at Amber, “but my son and I were in the witness protection

program for the last couple of years. Some bad stuff happened at work.”Sylvia nodded, “I know

all about it. I’ve been doing case reviews with the gang unit. I heard about the Sons of Goliath

and that one of the detectives had disappeared out of town. I just didn’t put it together that it

was you. When they heard Leo McDaniel had been killed, the unit actually went and got a cake

and sent a piece over to the lab for me. They were so happy about it, I think they celebrated for

a week. Congratulations.”“I don’t know if congratulations are in order when you have to kill

someone. There was no choice.” Morgan glanced away for a second, the memories of seeing

Leo McDaniel hold a knife to Danny’s neck rising in her mind. She did what she had to do, that

was for sure. At that moment, she’d been pinned between two of his men that were coming up

the steps and Leo holding Danny on the other side of the room. Now, they were all gone even

though Blake Hayes still insisted there was danger for her. Morgan wasn’t sure that was

actually the case.Pushing the thoughts out of her mind, Morgan looked back at Amber and

Sylvia, “Enough about me. I actually have a question for you. Either of you hear about an

attempted suicide at Palm Coast High School? Katrina DeLuca?”Amber shifted in her seat,

“Yeah, I heard about it. That’s the one where the girl was found in her car sitting outside her

house?”Morgan nodded, “That’s the one.”“We don’t have a lot to go on as far as I know. She's

still in the hospital, right?”“Yeah. I’m friends with her grandfather, Paul. I just came from there.

She’s in a coma. The doctors can’t seem to figure out what she took.”Amber frowned, “I

remember hearing Ben Acosta talk about it. He said there was no note and no bottles of

alcohol or pills nearby. I think they just rolled up on the scene and sent her off to the hospital.

I’m not sure how much follow-up he’s done.”“Wait, Palm Coast is the local high school,

correct?” Sylvia asked.Amber nodded.She shook her head, her face taking on a stony



expression. “That’s not the only suicide.”Morgan held her breath, staring at Sylvia for a second.

“What do you mean?”Sylvia took a sip of her coffee before continuing, “Yeah, there’ve been a

couple of other bodies from that same school. Both girls. I can’t exactly remember their names

at the minute, but I know I have the information back at the office.” She glanced at Amber, “I’m

sure you have those files too, right?”Morgan pressed her palms into the table and leaned

forward, “Are you telling me there’s a suicide cluster at the same high school where my son

goes?” Everything in Morgan wanted to drive straight to the high school and get Danny out of

there. She set her jaw and stayed put.Amber cocked her head to the side, “I don’t know if I

would call it a cluster just yet —”Sylvia shook her head, “I’m sorry, but I have to disagree. The

CDC considers three or more attempted suicide within thirty days at any one given location a

cluster. Technically, I should be calling them, but I’ve tried that before and they aren’t exactly,

how can I say it, helpful. They make me do a lot of paperwork and don’t give the community

any help.”Morgan leaned back in her chair for a second. It was bad enough that Katrina was

laying flat on her back in a coma over at St. Anne’s. Morgan had seen the look of weariness on

Paul’s face. She couldn’t imagine what Katrina’s parents were going through. To think there

were two other families that were going through the same thing was just unbelievable.A quiet

settled over the table for a second, the three women lost in their own thoughts. Amber was the

first one to speak. “I don’t have kids, but honestly, I can’t imagine.”“You said Ben Acosta was

assigned to the case?” Morgan asked.Amber nodded. Morgan remembered Ben from the time

before she left the department. He’d been a brand-new detective around the time that the

problems with the Sons of Goliath cropped up. She didn’t know a lot about him. “Does he have

any leads?”Amber shook her head no, “Not that I know of. In our last case review meeting, he

said he’d marked the case as solved. He felt like they were clear-cut suicides -- nothing to look

into. I didn’t put together that they were all from the same high school until Sylvia just said

something about it. Incredible.”Something in Morgan shifted knowing there were more bodies.

She swallowed. She had to remember she wasn’t a detective anymore. “Don’t you think there

has to be something more to this than just a coincidence?”Sylvia nodded, “I don’t care what

Ben says. I do. The odds of three young women trying to take their own lives within such a

short amount of time that all go to the same high school — that’s just not normal. That’s why

the CDC calls three or more a cluster.”Amber tilted her head to the side, “I can ask Ben about

it, but he’s pretty stubborn. If he’s decided that there’s nothing left to look at, then he won’t do

it.”Morgan leaned forward again, licking her lips, “Any chance I can get a look at the

files?”Amber and Sylvia looked at each other. Amber looked back at Morgan, “You know what

you’re asking me to do?”“I do.” For a second, Morgan felt bad for bringing it up, but if the

detective assigned to the case wasn’t going to do anything about it, someone had to. “Listen, I

told Paul that I would see what I could find out. He gave me Katrina’s laptop to go through. I’m

assuming Ben already did that. But if there’s any other information linking the cases together,

I’d like to know.”Amber didn’t say anything for a second. Morgan stared at her, waiting to see

what she would say. Amber was right and Morgan knew it. Morgan didn’t have any right to look

at any of the case files in the department. Those were considered confidential and only for law

enforcement review. But technically, Morgan hadn’t resigned and she hadn’t quit. For a while,

the department still paid her while she was in protective custody during the trial. Afterward, the

payments just stopped coming, a letter arriving through the Marshal’s office in West Virginia

that said they’d put her on non-pay status. “You know, I didn’t actually resign or quit, so

technically it wouldn’t be a violation.”Amber laughed, “And technically, I’m not sure the brass

would look at it that way.” She sighed, “Let me see what I can do. I’ll call you later on.”The

women sat there for a few more minutes, finishing the last drops of coffee in their cups.



Although Morgan wasn’t sure why Amber had brought Sylvia to the coffee, walking out of the

shop, she was glad she did.By the time Morgan got home, it was nearly time to make dinner.

Going into the house, Morgan brought in the laptop that Paul had given her and set it on the

counter. Bo met her at the door sniffing her legs as if asking her where she’d been while she

was gone. She squatted down, scratching the spot right behind his ears. He squinted and

panted. Standing up, she opened the door to the backyard to let him out and then refilled his

food and water for him taking a walk through the house to make sure everything was in place. It

was. Just as she let Bo back in, she heard a noise at the garage door. Turning, she saw Danny,

his backpack on his shoulders, staring at his phone. “Hey, how was your day?” she said,

reaching into the refrigerator.“All right. Fall baseball practice starts next week.”“That’s

exciting.”“Maybe.” Danny pulled the backpack off of his shoulders and tossed it on one of the

chairs at the kitchen table. He slumped down into the chair next to it, staring at his phone then

setting it down and looking at Morgan. “Did you go to the range today?”“Yeah. Duncan got the

new trigger installed on my pistol and wanted me to come in and try it out. You should come

with me next time. I know he’d like to see you.” Morgan pulled a skillet out of the cabinet next to

the stove and set it on a burner, trying to not ambush Danny with the information she had. He

was a little like his father that way. Working up to something seemed to get her better results

than pouncing on him as soon as he walked in the door. “Hey, I heard something’s been going

on with Katrina DeLuca. Did you hear anything about that?”
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Foster, and her son, Danny, have left witness protection and returned to Florida to try and

cobble together some semblance of a normal life in the wake of devastating tragedy. A “normal

life”, however, proves elusive when a string of deaths occurs in Danny’s high school. The

deaths are initially suspected to be suicides but that conclusion soon proves to be false.

Morgan may not be officially employed by the police department any longer but she and a

former colleague, Detective Amber D’Amico, become a formidable team as they undertake the

investigation of this rash of student fatalities. Nail-biting tension, great characters, and a

horrifying premise combine to make this story a perfect “down time” indulgence. I read the first

book in this series and I think it definitely adds to the experience but I do believe that you could

absolutely enjoy this story on its own.  Can’t wait for more!”

Bonnye Reed Fry, “An involved and compelling series. Number 2 in the Detective Morgan

Foster Vigilante Justice Thriller series, Blister is an awesome story. It will stand-alone, but is so

much richer in sequence with #1, West End Justice. Either way, it is an intriguing mystery, a

family drama, and a sort-of-police procedural. In number 1, the Fosters experienced their first

winter in the mountains of West Virginia and they were not pleased. When they went into

witness protection with the US Marshall's service two years ago after Detective Morgan Foster

testified in the trials of several members of the motorcycle gang who killed both her husband

and her Tampa Police Department partner, they were rocky, grieving, and clueless. With the

death of the biker who had put the price on her head, Morgan opts to leave witness protection

and return to Tampa. And it is sweet, to have the surf and the sun and to use their own names

again, see friends and family and try to make a life they are more comfortable with.But all is not

sweetness and light. Danny is a senior at Palm Coast High School and his female classmates

are committing suicide. Or are they? Morgan, still unemployed, and her best pal Detective

Amber D'Amico are pulled into an outside investigation when the third high school girl, the only

one found alive, is admitted to the hospital pediatric intensive care unit in a coma, on life

support, and again diagnosed as a drug overdose/possible attempted suicide. The first two

girls are already buried, without autopsies ordered. Three or more suicides in a short period of

time are termed a 'cluster' by the CDC. There is not a term for four or more - but Morgan and

Amber call it 'serial killer'. Now they have to prove it.”

D. Donato, “quick moving. I enjoyed the book. I like the characters and their interactions. Good

story. I think their is only two books in this series and I enjoyed both books.”

dodie carmichael, “Great read. This book was great, I read it in a day! Can't wait to read

another book by K.J.,  hope there will be another Morgan Foster book!”

Jeanne Richardson, “Mystery. I've read several books written by KJ Kalis; she is becoming one

of my favorite authors. I can’t wait to read more of her books.This is the second book in the

Detective Morgan Foster Vigilante Justice Thriller Series; it is a stand-alone book. The story is

about former detective Morgan Foster; he’s just moved back to Tampa when a friend of his

needs help. Her granddaughter is in a coma, doctors want to take her off life support. Everyone

thinks she tried to kill herself except her grandmother but then there’s another body found.I

received a free copy of this book via booksprout and I’m voluntarily leaving a review.”

Bev, “Something strange is going on at the high school.. Why are there girls dying that attend

the same high school as Danny? Some left notes, some didn't. Katrina, the granddaughter of a

friend, left no note. There was nothing in her car, purse, or in her system so why is she in a



coma? But there is something interesting on her computer, that is IF they can find a way to

open the application. Danny and Brantley are working on the mysterious application. Later it is

discovered only some girls from the high school have this application. What is the connection?

Are they all doomed to die? I received an advance review copy for free, and I am leaving this

review voluntarily.”

CathyLynn, “Interesting. I thought this was very interesting. Too many suicides has a name?

That is just wrong. This is a wonderful suspenseful story with some twists. I need to go and

read the first book. This was an interesting story that kept me engaged. I liked how the rules

were bent, and how she was just looking to find justice. The characters were wonderful and

the story flowed and was interesting. This is a great story.I received a free copy of this book

via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Scary thoughts. After reading this book, then comparing it to real life I

have to wonder what is scarier. Exceedingly troubled teens or internet apps. Think it might be

a tie. As for the series I like that Morgan is fighting for justice, skirting the proper but slow

channels of police work and hopefully this series won't be cut short because of that. But I like

where it's going.”
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